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FS: Generally it’s a cat-and-mouse,
attacker-defender game. An analogy is
how we deal with disease. To some extent
we’re reactionary: if you get sick, you take
medication. But we’re also proactive:
when you were young, you got vacci-
nated. We didn’t force you to be vacci-
nated, but you weren’t allowed to go to
school if you weren’t; you had an incen-
tive to get vaccinated and it ensured a
kind of herd immunity. But beyond these
proactive measures, we spend money on
basic medical research. In cybersecurity,
we’re not creating the foundation of basic
research so we can be proactive. You can’t
ever win a reactionary game because
you’re always lagging behind the attacker. 

CAM: How often in our day-to-day lives
do cyber attacks occur?
FS: All the time, everywhere. “Cyber
attacker” is a broad term; it encompasses
both a maladjusted teenager and a nation-
state actor. How often are nation-states
attacking each other? I don’t know of any
public discussion of that, and I suspect it’s
the type of thing that governments would
try to keep secret. How often are banks or
military bases being compromised, either
by nation-states, terrorists, or random
hackers? Well, those are not only attrac-
tive targets but they have a real incentive
not to alert people when they’ve been
attacked. 

CAM: How much is the average PC
under siege?
FS: As soon as you plug into the network,
somebody will attack it within minutes
and attempt to load a “bot”—software
that’s controlled by somebody else—onto
your PC. If you’re running an up-to-date
version of the operating system, chances
are good that the attack will be repelled.
There are armies of bot-nets; I have heard
estimates that there are nets on the order
of a million processors. And this is a busi-
ness model: these machines are harnessed
to send spam. Also, they could steal
files—for example, your bank account
number. Some monitor what you’re typ-
ing to recover passwords. That is pretty
widespread, and it’s a grave concern. 

CAM: How can users protect themselves?
FS: There’s the analogy of practicing safe
sex: being careful about visiting websites.
The way to know what site you’re visiting
is not necessarily to look at what’s dis-
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played in your browser but at the URL—
make sure it’s the right URL as opposed
to one for a site out of Mongolia that
doesn’t have a branch of your bank.
Make sure you have your operating sys-
tem updated. Don’t give out your pass-
word just because somebody asks for it.
And be careful about unsolicited e-mails.
You shouldn’t open attachments unless
you trust the sender. 

CAM: What other ways is information
stolen?
FS: Nowadays, you can access the Inter-
net easily via wi-fi. And that’s great, but
I’d suggest you not do banking over wi-fi
because somebody could be monitoring
your communications and figure out your
account number and PIN.

CAM: What about downloads like ring-
tones or games?
FS: If you know you’re dealing with a
bona fide business, that’s fine. But down-
loads could bring dangerous things onto
your machine. On the other hand, if
you’re running an anti-virus program and
you’re good about periodically scanning
the machine, some of that will be
detected. 

CAM: What symptoms might hint that
your computer is infected? 
FS: You used to be able to suspect an
infection if your machine was running
slowly or if you were hearing the disk
being accessed but weren’t actually doing
anything. But operating systems have
become more sophisticated, so they do
lots of work in the background, and when
you hear your machine running you won’t
know if it’s a bot-net doing damage or
one of the legitimate background activi-
ties. It’s not a bad idea to turn off your
machine every night—but I agree that it’s
a pain to re-boot it in the morning. 

CAM: What about hackers who invade
systems for the fun of it?
FS: It’s analogous to painting graffiti on
the subways. What’s interesting is they
don’t usually cause much damage, and if
the way they did it is discovered then
they’re doing us a favor by exposing vul-
nerabilities. On the other hand, it’s fairly
disconcerting that our systems are not
strong enough to rebuff that sort of attack.
And people who violate the law just for
the heck of it—that’s a funny culture. 

— Beth Saulnier
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Where the fun never stops! Over 50 activities,
including sailing, waterskiing, tennis, athlet-
ics, drama, art, wilderness trips, mountain
biking, and more! Friendly, multicultural
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owned since 1946. 4- and 8-week sessions
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